CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
2022-2023

The appointed members of the Conservation Committee for 2022 and 2023 comprise a team of dedicated
experts in various fields. The purpose of this committee is to advice the Executive Committee and to make
recommendations regarding conservation activities of the Association with regard to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creating a shared vision for conservation in the Association
Formulating conservation policy for the Association
Building conservation capacity in the Association
Promoting sustainable and responsible wildlife management practices
Coordinating conservation initiatives and activities of the Association
Promoting adherence to all relevant legislation

Richard Sowry
Vice President Conservation

“The most important conservation contribution
members and hunters can make is the decision on
where to hunt. As conservationists we need to be
mindful that it is through this choice that we support
wildlife areas, responsible wildlife management
practices, and give value to wildlife-based land uses.
This in turn incentivises land-owners to not only
prioritise economic aspects of their operation, but to
also pay due consideration to conservation and the
environment.”
Richard Sowry is a member at Mopani Branch and the current vice president conservation at SA Hunters
and Game Conservation Association and the chairperson of its conservation committee. He is a
professional conservationist by trade for many years, and works as a section ranger working for SANParks,
based at Pafuri in the far north of the Kruger National Park (KNP) where he is responsible for wildlife
management and anti-poaching. He is a passionate hunter that predominantly eats the wildlife that he
harvests annually. He is committed to communicating the real facts and issues on responsible resource
management and the extremely significant role that properly conducted hunting plays in this. His hobbies
include birdwatching, collecting Africana literature, ballistics and reloading, and classic big bore rifles.
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Lizanne Nel
Manager Conservation

“Everything you do has an impact on the environment – whether
you play golf, join a photographic safari, being a vegetarian,
recycle domestic waste, or hunt. Equip yourself with the
knowledge to understand your impact and how you can reduce
it. It is essential to our and our children’s survival, and for the
future of hunting.”

Lizanne Nel is the manager conservation at SA Hunters where she also serves on various national and
international forums where she promotes conservation and responsible use. Lizanne has more than 30
years’ experience in conservation management. She previously worked as an ecologist and provided
scientific advice to nature reserves and game farmers. She was the first female conservation scientist of
the former Transvaal provincial administration where she initially spent her days in browns and boots. As
head of biodiversity with the Limpopo Department for Economic Development, Environment and Tourism
she became involved with policy development at provincial, national, and international level. Her academic
background includes a BSc Hons in Wildlife Management and an MBA that equip her well to work at both
local and international levels towards promoting the Association’s leadership role in conservation,
supporting the wildlife economy, positioning responsible hunting and wildlife management as essential
elements of conservation, food security, and rural economic development. Lizanne enjoys the time she
spends with members at branch level where they undertake important conservation activities.

Dr Gerhard Verdoorn

“Conservation is an attitude that should be the core and
essence of every member of SA Hunters. Members often
think that they should be actively busy with
conservation, but their own conduct in the veld
surrounded by wild animals and plants is the place
where true conservation occurs. Treat everything that
lives, the soil, and the water with utmost care. Only use
what is necessary and leave the rest for tomorrow.”
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Dr Verdoorn is a former president of SA Hunters and Game Conservation Association. He also served in
the portfolio of vice president for conservation matters, was a member of the management committee for 16
years, and later on the Board of SA Hunters. His involvement with conservation started in 1987 with his
studies of the Cape Vulture and the Verreaux’s Eagle in the Magaliesberg. For 25 years, Gerhard was
involved with conservation of vultures, birds of prey, blue cranes, predators, and anti-poison campaigns
with the Endangered Wildlife Trust (EWT), Bird Life South Africa, and SA Hunters. For the past 20 years,
he has been running the Griffon Poison Information Centre as an emergency service for poison incidents.
He is also involved with the University of Stellenbosch’s Department of Pharmacology dealing with aspects
on environmental toxins. His biggest passion remains the conservation of birds of prey, vultures, and
predators. As a member of the conservation committee, it makes him happy to be involved with vulture
conservation projects. Gerhard believes that SA Hunters should collaborate with other institutions to reach
its conservation objectives. There are numerous actions for members to contribute towards conservation,
i.e., switching to monolithic ammunition for hunting purposes, especially in areas where vultures occur.
Gerhard already went that route and hunt regularly in the Karoo, Kalahari, and Bushveld, mostly towards
managing and maintaining stable populations.

Dave Hayter

“Our planet is our only home, and we are more
probably the last generations that can make a
significant difference. We desperately need to act and
become involved in conservation initiatives to ensure
that our children and grandchildren enjoy wild open
spaces, hunting opportunities, clean water, clean air,
and LIFE!”

From his early childhood, Dave Hayter was determined to become a conservationist and he never wavered
from that decision. He graduated with a Diploma in Nature Conservation and has been formally involved
with conservation for approximately 37 years. He has been working for the Free State Department of
Economic, Small Business Development, Tourism and Environmental Affairs for nearly 33 years. He is
currently the acting director for biodiversity and conservation and is a designated Grade 1 environmental
management inspector. He is an avid and dedicated hunter, having hunted throughout Southern Africa and
abroad. His dedication to his career, his love of the outdoors, bird watching, sport shooting and hunting has
strengthened his resolve to ensure that our resources are used sustainably, and that our heritage is
protected into the future. Dave’s involvement with SA Hunters and Game Conservation Association begun
nearly 25 years ago. He joined as a member in 1998, and is fully committed to his involvement with the
Bloemfontein Branch as conservation and hunting coordinator and as the deputy chairperson.
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Pieter Nel

“The exploitation of nature at all levels presents us with
challenges that require complicated solutions. As a conservation
association, we can make a difference by creating awareness and
involving communities in the hunting and tourism sector. Our
members have vast experiences that they can share with
communities towards making a significant change. Only the
private sector can take conservation into the future.”

Pieter Nel is an ecologist with 35 years’ experience in conservation management of both public and private
natural areas. Although he grew up on a farm and spent time in the veld, it was only in 1984 during his first
visit to the north-eastern lowveld, that he decided to follow a career in conservation. He was an ecologist
with the former Transvaal nature conservation. The experience he had gained during that time, still has an
impact on his approach to ecological management. After the merging with the Bophuthatswana Parks and
Wildlife, Pieter came in contact with a modern approach to conservation that he founded agreeable. It
focused on sustainable use and advanced programmes for education and awareness about conservation
matters. Pieter is the acting head of conservation management at Northwest Parks, and the head of
ecological services. He was involved with the ecological management of the Madikwe and Pilansberg
reserves for over 20 years. He finds that being in the veld – both bushveld and open grassland – calms him
down and gives him a new perspective on life. Pieter regards his career in conservation as a privilege.
Although his work is mostly of administrative nature at this stage, he still gets sufficient opportunity to
become involved in the practical aspects of conservation.

Lionel Smit

“The only thing constant in the world is change. Just like the
owls had to adapt to environmental changes, we must adapt
our actions. Development threatens the habitat of owls.
However, we can contribute to their survival by living with
them, providing breeding locations, and avoid harmful
practices and poisons. The conservation of owls, also in urban
areas, can be part of our heritage.”
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Lionel Smit’s love of nature is an integral part of his personality. For many years, he was a member of the
conservation team involved with owl conservation and rehabilitation at the Springbok Branch. The branch’s
N17 highway project managed owl restaurants to reduce owl deaths on the roads, while Projek Groot Oog
erected owl boxes and monitored the owls that had moved in. They also launched several owl research
projects. Since his election as the conservation coordinator for the Gauteng southeast region of SA
Hunters, he has been working particularly hard to involve more branches with owl conservation and Projek
Groot Oog. Following several visits to branches, it became evident that there was a growing need for owl
boxes in urban and industrial areas to assist with biological control of rodents. Lionel is still a member of the
Springbok Branch where he practices his passion for conservation.

Eugene Troskie

“Cooperation with organisations and communities is the key
to success in protecting our biodiversity. If all members of
the SA Hunters and Game Conservation Association
community do their bit, we can make an enormous impact
on protecting our environment.”

Eugene Troskie has been involved in conservation since his school years. He studied game and lodge
management, and completed field guide training. He trained others in conservation and field guiding skills,
and led hiking groups in the Kruger National Part and larger Kruger area for eight years. Eugene provides
support to the South African Environmental Observation Network (SAEON) and EWT, for scientific surveys
of water birds, Pel’s fishing owl, vultures, reptiles, amphibians, dragon flies, and fish in the Phalaborwa
area. Eugene established the Phalaborwa Natural Heritage Foundation that removed hundreds of wire and
cable snares, and rescued many animals that had been snared. He is the conservation coordinator of the
Mopani Branch from where he establishes partnerships with other interested conservation organisations.
Under his guidance, the branch established the Snare Buster initiative to conduct anti-poaching operations
that focus on the removal of snares. He is a hunter that believes that hunting aids the management and
conservation of natural resources and habitats.

Francois Meyer
Francois Meyer completed his BSc degree in conservation ecology in 2009. He started his career in the
game industry where he had gained experience in game capture, research, tourism, professional hunting,
and game management. During this time, he developed an interest in private game farms and specifically
their potential to conserve threatened species.
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“The saying - hunting is conservation – is often used loosely.
More than ever before, we should set an example of
sustainable conservation for the everyone to see. Conservation
is a perspective and a responsibility that rests on our shoulders.
Become involved wherever you can and set a positive example
to others. Let our actions demonstrate conservation.”

In 2015, Francois was given the opportunity to become involved in a monitoring and conservation project to
protect rhino in the reserve. He experienced this as a valuable opportunity where he also came into contact
with pangolin for the first time. He was involved with the confiscation and release of a pangolin, which
triggered his interest to do research about this species. Francois obtained an MSc that focused on the
release procedures of pangolin in South Africa. He is also working on his PhD in this field. He serves on the
African Pangolin Working Group and the IUCN SSC Pangolin Specialist Group). Francois is the
conservation coordinator of the Hardekool Branch of SA Hunters.

Tommie Steyn

“Hunting is many things. It feeds your soul, clears your
head, and is part of our culture. To protect our right to
hunt, we must conserve the hunting experience and the
environment where we hunt and enjoy nature.”

For the past 38 years, Tommie Steyn has been involved with the conservation of rare plants, especially
cycads. He works for the Mpumalanga Tourism and Parks Agency. Tommie is a member of the IUCN
Cycad Specialist Group and represents SA Hunters on the Department of Forestry, Fisheries and the
Environment’s national cycad working group. Conservation of our indigenous flora is his passion. He loves
to hunt in the Bushveld with its beautiful trees.
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Boetie Kirchner
Manager Hunting

“Each one of us has the responsibility to be a mentor: to
teach and to share our love for nature with this generation
and generations to come.”

Boetie’s love for nature started at the tender age of 5 years when his father took him with on hunting trips,
and where he hunted his first antelope and caught his first fish. These experiences formed the foundation
for his aspiration to live closely to nature and to develop a better understanding of the way in which nature’s
different systems connect. On his 12th birthday, his gift from his mother was the Signs of the Wild by Clive
Walker, which he studied closely. In 1994, Boetie completed ‘n professional hunter course at the Johan
Calitz’ school for professional hunters, a profession he still practises today. He deems himself privileged to
have hunted in eight countries in southern Africa, and to have hunted and fished in America, Mexico, Spain,
and New Zeeland. Boetie joined SA Hunters as a member in 1999. In 2019, he was appointed manager of
hunting affairs at Inyathi Park. He works closely with his colleagues in the conservation department which
enables him to develop a better understanding of nature and responsible sustainable use.

Dr Wynand Vlok

“We only have one environment and one chance
to get it back on track. Changes in the habitat,
pollution, and climate change are complicating
our role, especially in our beautiful country where
water shortages limit what we can do.”
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From a very young age, Dr Wynand Vlok developed a keen interest and passion for the environment. He
was privileged to have travelled across the Kruger National Park, and visited Namibia once (1970’s). He
spent his December holidays along the southern Cape coastal region. Wynand remembers the periods that
he spent on a farm in Swartruggens as his best, most carefree time ever. He enjoyed observing birds and
animals in the wild and was keen to learn more about their ecology (a word unknown to him then).
Literature on birds and animals were scarce during that time. Fortunately, he loved reading and gained
knowledge from story books such as In Voetpad se Kloof (PH Nortje), the Fanie series (PJ Schoeman), and
Fanie se veldskooldae, Fanie word grootwildjagter en Fanie se vuurdoop.
After completing his university studies, Wynand travelled countrywide for environmental projects where he
focussed specifically on freshwater ecology, which broadened the scope of his interest to include plants,
animals, and birds. He is the conservation coordinator of the Overberg Branch.

Gerhan Archer

“Our role in conservation is becoming more important. If everyone
contributes together we can make a difference in the places we
live, work and hunt. It is important that our children learn from a
young age to adopt a lifestyle that focuses on conservation.”

Gerhan was born in Namibia. He has been married to Estée for 16 years, and is the proud father of three
children, Lihan, Alrie and Laré. Gerhan is passionate about hunting and has been a member of the
Association for the past 17 years. In 2009, he attended a founding meeting to establish the Tuinroete
Branch, and he became involved at committee level. He has been serving as chairperson of the branch for
the past 10 years. Gerhan’s love for hunting and nature inspired him to qualify as a professional hunter. He
believes in the role of SA Hunters in conservation and wants to ensure that the Association becomes even
stronger. Gerhan has been serving on the conservation committee for the past few years. He also took the
lead in the conservation initiatives at Tuinroete Branch, which carried out the first surveys for the
Association’s Water for Life conservation initiative.
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